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The study of near-shore Dispersion, with the added complexity of the interaction be-
tween wave fields, longshore currents, turbulence and beach morphology, needs more
detailed measurements of mixing processes in order to understand the complexity of
coastal dynamics [1]. Measurements of dye diffusion were performed including si-
multaneous time series of waves, currents, wind velocities and buoy tracking. Quan-
titative information from the video images is accomplished using the DigIFlow video
processing system. Images can be digitally enhanced to filter "noise" before analysis.
The video may be controlled by the computer, allowing remote control of the process-
ing. Spectral analysis on the images has been used in order to estimate dominant wave
periods as well as the dispersion relations of dominant instabilities[2]. The measure-
ments presented here consist on the diffusion coefficients measured by evaluating the
spread of blobs of dye (milk + fluorescein) as well as by measuring the separation
between different buoys released at the same time using Taylor’s ensamble method to
estimate the diffusivity as well as Einstein’s formula. There is an increase of diffu-
sivity with wave height but only if the Wave Reynolds Number is greater than 1000.
The other important factors are wind speed and tidal currents. The fit of wind of pro-
files shows the effect of wave height on the friction parameter allowing to distinguish
between swell and spilling or irregular breaking waves. A non dimensional number
based on the surf zone width and the wave height accounts for most of the scatter [3].
The spectra of wind and waves are compared and used to estimate horizontal crosshore
and longshore diffusivities.
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